CASE STUDY

VOGUEWALL® MODULAR WALL
BRINGS LANDSCAPING IDEAS TO
REALITY FOR STUNNING BACKYARD
MAKEOVER IN PERTH, WA

BEFORE

AFTER

Julie Scherini of Perth, WA, transformed her backyard into a beautiful poolside oasis.
Even though the brick wall included in their landscaping ideas was expensive and
problematic for their yard conditions, she still desired the same premium look of a
masonry boundary…and then, along came the VogueWall.
When did you begin your backyard makeover? We decided to do the backyard after our
daughter grew out of the cubby that was there. We decided to put a pool in, so we did
a few drawings of how things might go, and looked around at the different options for
pools.

Industry leader in
innovative and
cost effective acoustic
and boundary walls

Do you have any tips for homeowners looking for backyard landscaping ideas? We
ended up hiring a landscape designer to come up with some basic ideas on how we
should go ahead, which was the best idea ever. For a flat fee of around $500 she
came out and talked to us about what we wanted and did a drawing of what to do. It
included colours, plant suggestions, placement of the pool… and it was her idea to build
the deck overhanging the pool, which looks fabulous. We went ahead with most of her
landscaping ideas, which we are incredibly pleased with.

• Proven acoustic performance

What guided you to choose a modular wall system over other wall or fencing products?
In terms of fencing, we looked at quite a number of options including Colourbond, brick,
modular and a DIY blue board type of fence. In the end, we chose a modular as it was
cheaper and quicker than a brick wall, gave the same great look, we didn’t need to go
to council to get approved (as it was replacing an existing fence) and it didn’t have the
same requirements for footings as a brick wall. We have sewerage pipes quite close to
the wall, and a sewerage test point where the corner is, so building brick footings was
going to be a problem. The modular wall went up very quickly, so it was perfect for our
needs. The Aluminium rails at the top made it fit so well with the wood in the decking
and screen!

• Suited to environmentally
harsh and remote locations

How did you finish your modular wall to harmonise with the rest of the backyard design?
We painted/textured the wall ourselves – we just bought a Dulux textured paint. We are
super happy with the entire backyard makeover, and the fence just sets it off so well!
The fence has been up for over a year now and we are really happy with it.

• Cost effective
• Durable, lightweight modular 		
construction
• Quick and easy installation

Call us on 1300 556 957 or visit
www.modularwalls.com.au

